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1. Introduction
Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on a finite set Ω and
In [8], O'Nan has proved that socle(G
Λ
)—AxN9 where A is an abeliangroup
and N is 1 or a nonabelian simple group. Here socle (G
Λ
) is the product of all
minimal normal subgroups of G
Λ
.
In the previous paper [4], we have studied doubly transitive permutation
groups in which N is isomorphic to PSL(2,q), Sz(q) or PSU(3,q) with q even.
In this paper we shall prove the following:
Theorem. Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on a finite set
Ω with |Ω| even and let #eΩ. If G
Λ
 has a normal simple subgroup N* iso-
morphic to PSL(2,q), where q is odd, then one of the following holds.
(i) GΩ has a regular normal subgroup.
(ii) GQ—AS or S6, N*^PSL(2,5) and \ Ω, \ = 6.
(iii) GQ—ATu, N*—PSL(2,ll)and\Ω\=12.
In the case that GQ has a regular normal subgroup, by a result of Hering
[3] we have (|Ω|,j)=(16,9), (16,5) or (8,7).
We introduce some notations:
F(X): the set of fixed points of a nonempty subset X of G
X(Δ): the global stabilizer of a subset Δ(<ΞΩ) in X
XΔ : the pointwise stabilizer of Δ in X
X* : the restriction of X on Δ
m I n : an integer m divides an integer n
XH : the set of ίf-conjugates of X
\X\P: maximal power of p dividing the order of X
I(X) : the set of involutions in X
D
m
 : dihedral group of order m
In this paper all sets and groups are finite.
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2. Preliminairies
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a transitive permutation group on Ω, α^Ω and N*
a normal subgroup of G
Λ
 such that F(N*)={a}. Let the subgroup X<N* be
conjugate in G
Λ
 to every group Y which lies in N* and which is conjugate to X in G.
Then NG(X) is transitive on A=
Proof. Let /3eΔ and let g&G such that βg=a. Then, as X<Nβ,
X*<Nβg=N*. By assumption, (X*)*=X for some h<= G
Λ
. Hence £/i£Ξ NG(X)
and a(ghrl=ag~l=β. Obviously NG(X) stabilizes Δ. Thus Lemma 2.1
holds.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on Ω of even
degree and NΛ a nonabelίan simple normal subgroup of G
Λ
 with αeΩ. If
CG(N*)*19 then N%=N*ΓlNβfor αΦ/3GΞΩ and CG(N*) is semiregular on Ω—{*Y
Proof. See Lemma 2.1 of [4].
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a transitive permutation group on Ω, H a stabilizer
of a point of Ω and M a nonempty subset of G. Then
\F(M)\ = \NG(M)\x \MGnH\l\H\ .
Here MG Π H== {g'lMg \ g~lMg^H, gt= G}.
iProof. See Lemma 2.2 of [4].
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on Ω and
N* a normal subgroup of G
Λ
 with a ^  Ω. Assume that a subgroup X of N* satisfies
X<**=X**. Then the following hold.
(i) \F(X)Γiβ^\ = \F(X)nΎ^\'fσrβ,7en-{a}.
(ii) I F(X) |=1+| F(X) ΠβN \ X r, where r is the number of N*-orbits onΩ-
{«>-
Proof. Let Γ= {Δi, Δ2, ••• , Δr} be the set of Λf*-obrits on Ω— {a} . Since
G
Λ
 is transitive on Ω— {α} and G
Λ
>N*y we have |Δ, | = |Δy | for l<i,j<r.
By assumption, G
Λ
=NGa(X)Na and so NG(Λ(X) is transitive on Γ. Hence for
each i with \<i<r there exists g^NGoύ(X) such that (Δ1)ίr=Δί . Therefore
I F(X) Π Δt- 1 = I F(^ ) Π (^γ \ = \ F(X) n Δx | . Thus (i) holds and (ii) follows
immediately from (i)
Lemma 2.5 (Huppert [5]). Let G be a doubly transitive permutation
group on Ω. Suppose that 02(G)Φ1 and GΛ is solvable. Then for any involu-
tion* in G
Λ
, |ίχ*)|2=|Ω|.
We list now some properties of PSL(2,q) with q odd which will be required
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in the proof of our theorem.
Lemma 2.6 ([2], [6], [10]). Set N=PSL(2,q) and G=Aut(N)y where q=
p* and p is an odd prime. Let % be an involution in N. Then the following hold.
(i) \N\ =(q-l)q(q+l)!2,I(N)=zN and CN(z)^Dq^ where ?EE£CΞ {±1}
(mod 4).
(ii) If <?Φ3, N is a nonabelian simple group and a Sylow r-subgroup of N
is cyclic when rφ2, p.
(iiΐ) If X and Y are cyclic groups of N and \ X\ = \ Y \ Φ2, p, then X is con-
jugate to Y in (X, Y> and NN(X)~Dq±ζ.
(iv) If X<N and X—Z2 X Z2, NN(X) is isomorphic to A^ or S4.
(v) If IN1 2 > 8, N has two conjugate classes of four-groups in N.
(vi) There exist a field automorphism f of N of order n and a diagonal auto-
morphism d of N of order 2 and if we identify N with its inner automorphism group,
<</>ΛΓ^PGL(2,?), </><rf>ΛΓ=G and GjN^Z2xZn.
(vii) CN(d)—Dq+t and C<d>N(z)^D2(q.,).
(viii) Suppose n=mk for positive integers m, k. Then C
 N(fm)—PSL(2,pm) if
k is odd and CN(fm)^PGL(2,pm) if k is even.
(ix) Assume n is even and let u be a field automorphism of order 2. Then
I(G)=I(N)V dN U u<d>N. If n is odd, I(G)=I(N) U dN.
(x) If H is a subgroup of N of odd index, then one of the following holds:
(1) H is a subgroup of CN(z) of odd index for some involution z&N.
(2) H~PGL(2,pm), where n=2mk and k is odd.
(3) if—PSL(2,pm), where n=mk and k is odd.
(4) H~Atandq==3, 5 (mod 8).
(5) H—S4 and q=7y 9 (mod 16).
(6) H—A5, q=3,S (mod 8) and 51 (q- l)q/q+1).
Lemma 2.7. Let G, N, d and f be as defined in Lemma 2.6 and H an
(f,dy-invariant subgroup of N isomorphic to Dq_ζ. Let W be a cyclic subgroup
of <d># of index 2 (cf. (vii) of Lemma 2.6) and set Y=02(WΓ(H). Then
CG(Y)=W C<f>(Y).
Proof. By (viii) of Lemma 2.6, we can take an involution t satisfying
<</>ff=<ί>tF and [/,*]=!. Since ΛΓG(Y)=</, dyNN(Y)=<f, dyH, CG(Y)=
C<fXd>H(Y)=W C<f>x<ty(Y). Suppose ht<=C(Y) for some Ae</>. Since t
inverts Y, h also inverts Y and so h2 centralizes Y. Hence some nontrivial
2-element #e</0> inverts F, so that CH(g) contains no element of order 4, con-
trary to (viii) of Lemma 2.6.
Throughout the rest of the paper, GΩ will always denote a doubly transitive
permutation group satisfying the hypothesis of our theorem and we assume
GΩ has no regular normal subgroup.
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Notation. C*=CG(NΛ), which is semi-regular on SI— {a} by Lemma
2.2. Let r be the number of Λf*-orbits on Ω— {a} .
SinceG
Λ
>ΛT, \β»*\ = \<γ» \ for/3,γeΩ- {α} andso |Ω|=l+rx \β»*\.
Hence r is odd and N% is a subgroup of N* of odd index. Therefore N% is iso-
morphic to one of the groups listed in (x) of Lemma 2.6. Accordingly the proof
of our theorem will be divided in six cases.
Lemma 2.8. Let Z be a cyclic subgroup of N% with |Z|Φ1,£. Then
(i) I f \ Z \ = 2 , \F(Z)\=l+(q--€)\I(Nf)\rl\Ni\.
(ii) 7/ |Z|Φ2, \F(Z)\=l+\N*N«(Z)\rl\NNί(Z)\.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6 (i), (iii).
Lemma 2.9. // N^Dq_, and Z is a cyclic subgroup of N% with \ Z \ Φ 1, p
and NG(Z)F(Z) is doubly transitive. Then C*=\ and one of the following holds.
(i) NG(Z)FW <AΓL(l,qι) for some 9l.
(ii) CG(Z)W>PSL(2,p^r=l and \F(Z)\ ~l= \NN«(Z): NN«(Z}\ =ply
where p
λ
 ( > 5) is a prime.
(iii) NG(Z)FW=R(3), the smallest Ree group, \ F(Z) \ =28.
Proof. Set NG(Z)=L and F(Z)=Δ. By Lemma 2.6(iii),
and L nN*=<t>Y> Y>Z, where 0(0=2, Y^Z(q±M.
If (L Π N*)*= 1, then L Π N*==N% because L Π N* is a maximal subgroup of
N*. Since |ΛΓ*: ΛΓβ| is odd, LΓ}N*=N%~Dq_s, contrary to the assumption.
Hence (L Π ./Vrt)Δφ 1 and as L
Λ
>L
Λ
 (Ί N* and L
Λ
> Y, (L
Λ
)Δ has a nontrivial cyclic
normal subgroup. By Theorem 3 of [1], one of the following occurs:
(a) LΔ has a regular normal subgroup
(b) LΔ>P5L(2,p1), I Δ | =fr+l, where .pι(>5) is a prime
(c) LΔ>P5L(3^1),ί>1>3, |Δ|=(ft)8+l
(d) LΔ-Λ(3), |Δ|=28.
Suppose CΛΦ1. Then there exists a subgroup Z) of C* of prime order
such that (L JΔ>Z)Δ. Since [L
Λ
, D] <D LΔ Π C*=D(L± Π CΛ)=D, Z) is a normal
subgroup of L
Λ
. By (i) and (iii) of Lemma 2.6, G
Λ
=L
Λ
 NΛ and so Z) is a normal
subgroup of G
Λ
. By Theorem 3 of [1], GQ has a regular normal subgroup,
contrary to the hypothesis. Thus C*=l.
If (a) occurs, LΔ is solvable because L
Λ
/LnΛΓΛ^L
rtN
Λ/JVα<Out(ΛΓΛ) and
L Π N*^ Dq±s. Hence by [5], (i) holds in this case.
If (b) occurs, we have FΔΦ 1, for otherwise (L ΓWΛ)Δ=1 and so Nβ=L Γ\
N«^Dq_s, a contradiction. Hence 1ΦCG(Z)Δ<LΔ and so CG(Z)Δ>P5L(2,/)1)
and FΔ— Z .^ Therefore | Δ Π /3"Λ | =/>ι and r=l by Lemma 2.4 (ii). Since
I βY I =
Λ> We have | βLf} N* \ =plt so that | L (Ί N* : L (Ί N"β \ =p,. Thus (ii) holds
in this case.
The case (c) does not cocur, for otherwise, by the structure of PSU(3ypι),
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a Sylow ^-subgroup of (LΔ)' is not cyclic, while (Lj'<LΠΛΓ*— Dq±ζy a con-
tradiction.
3. Case (I)
In this section we assume that N%<Dq_ζί where /3φα, q=p
n
(3.1) (i) IfNl^Z2xZ2yNN«(Nΐ)=N«βand\F(Nl)\=r+\.
(ii) IfN*
β
^Z2xZ2, N^Nfi^At and \F(N% \ =3r+l.
Proof. Put X=NN«(N%). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Nβ and Y
a cyclic subgroup of N
β
 of index 2.
If N
β
^Z2χZ2ί then | Y | > 2 and so Y is characteristic in Nβ. Hence
X<NN«(Y)^Dq_t. From this [Λ^(S), S fl y]<5 Π F and W(NX(S)) stabilizes
a normal series S>S Π Y>1, so that G2(NX(S)) < CN«(S) by Theorem 5.3.2 of
[2]. By Lemma 2.6(i), CN«(S)<S and hence NX(S)=S. On the other hand
by a Frattini argument, X=N
x
(S)N
β
 and so X=N
β
. By Lemma 2.6(i), (N*
β
)G«
=(N«β)N" and so by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 (ii), | F(JVJ) | = 1 + | F(ΛΓ*) Π ^ * | X r=
l+|ΛΓJ | r/ |JVSI=r+l. Thus (i) holds.
If JVβ— Z2χZ2y NN<*(N%)—A4 by Lemma 2.6 (iv). Similarly as in the case
\F(N%\=3r+l.
(3.2) N;i
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, it suffices to consider the case C*=l. Suppose
C«=l. Then N«
β
/N«nNβ^N«
β
NβINβ<Out(N«)^Z2xZn by Lemma 2.6 (vi)
and hence (N%)'<N* Γ(Nβ. Since N*
β
 is dihedral, N*
β
l(N%)'—Z2χZ2, so that
N«
β
IN«ΓιNβ<Z2xZ2.
(3.3) Suppose N
β
=NaΓ\Nβ and let U be a subgroup of N
β
 ίsomorphίc to
Z2 X Z2. ΓAm \F(U)\=3r+l and NG( U)F(U) is doubly transitive.
Proof. Sex X=NG(N%), Δ=F(N$ and let {Δj, Δ2, -, Δr} be the set of
ΛΓ*-orbits on Ω- {α}. If g-lNΛ
β
g<G
Λβy then^Wfe ^JV2nJV2=ΛΓ?nN?^NJ,
where fγ=ag. By a Witt's theorem, ^ΓΔ is doubly transitive.
If E7 is a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of N%, by a Witt's theorem, NG(U)F(U) is doubly
transitive. Moreover NN*(U)—Ai and so by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 (ii), | F(U) \ =
1+IΛI X \NΪ NN«β(U)\χrl\N«β\=3r+l.
If |JVJ|2>4, by Lemma 2.6 (iv) and (v), NN«(U)—S4 and Nβ has two con-
jugate classes of four-groups, say π={K1} K2}. Set X«=M. Then M>Nβ
and Z/M<Z2. Clearly F(U)ΠΔ,i^φ for each i and so ^(C/JΠΔJ =3 by
Lemma 2.3. Hence \F(U)\ =3r+l. Since NNβ(U)—S4y we may assume r> 1.
Hence by (3.1) (i) |Δ| =r+l>4, so that MΔ is doubly transitive. Since M=
N
β
NM(U), NM(U)* is also doubly transitive and so NMcύ(U) is transitive on Δ—
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{a}. As I Δ ΓΊ Δ, I = 1 , Δ Π Δ,. c F( U) and N^( U) is transitive on F( U) Π Δ, for
each ί, NG(U)F(U^ is doubly transitive.
(3.4) (i) C =l.
(ii) Lei U δe a subgroup ofN% ίsomarphic to Z2 X Z2. If N*β=N" Π Nβ,
then N
c
( U)Fw> has a regular normal 2-subgroup. In particular \ F( U) \ = 3r + 1 = 2*
for positive integer b.
Proof. Since NCa(U)F^>NN«(U)F^=^S3 or Z3, by (3.3) and Theorem 3
of [1], NG(U)Fw has a regular normal subgroup, NG(U)F^>PSU(3,3) or
Suppose CΛΦ 1. Let D be a minimal characteristic subgroup of C*. Clearly
GJ>D. If NG(U)FW*R(3), D is cyclic. By Theorem 3 of [1], GΩ has a
regular normal subgroup, contrary to the hypothesis. Hence NG(U)F(U)=R(3).
Therefore (NG(Λ( C/)F(C7))' contains an element of order 9. Since NG(Λ( U)IC*N N«( U)
—NG<A(U)C«N"IC«N«<Out(N«), by (vi) of Lemma 2.6 we have (NGΛ(U)Y^C*
χNN<*(U). From this, CΛ contains an element of order 9 and so CΛ— Z9 or
M3(3). In both cases, C* contains a caracteristic subgroup of order 3. Since
G
a
ΐ>D, by Theorem 3 of [1] GΩ has a regular normal subgroup, a contradiction.
ThusCΛ=l.
Let R be a Sylow 3-subgroup of NGΛ(U). Since NG(6(U)INN«(U)—
NG
Λ
( U)N«/N« < Out(N«)^Z2 x Zw, R/R Π NN«( U) is cyclic. Clearly R D NN«( U)
^Z3. Therefore NG(U)F<U>&PSU(393), R(3). Thus (3.4) holds.
Since N"
β
 is dihedral, we set N«
β
=<f)>W and Y=W Γ\N«ΓίNβy where W
is a cyclic subgroup of N% of index 2 and t is an involution in N% which inverts
W.
(3.5) (i) // I Y I >3, NG(Y)F^ is doubly transitive.
(ii) If I y I <3, JVΪ=Z2 X Z2 or ΛΓ^Z)8 and N«Γ\Nβ<Z2x Z2.
Proof. Suppose | Y \ >3. If Yg<G
aβy Y
g<W Π G^Nl, where 7=0*.
If γ=
α
, obviously y^<NΛ. If γΦα, N^NΛ
β
. Therefore, as | Y \ >3, N2 has
a unique cyclic subgroup of order \Y\. Hence Y^ <N^ Π ΛΓΛ < JVΛ, so that Y* <
JVΛ. Similarly F^<7V^. Thus Yg<N«Γ}Nβ and so F'= Y. By a Witt's
theorem, NG(Y) is doubly transitive on F(Y).
Suppose |F|<3. Since |Λ^ΛΠiVβ: Y |<2, we have ΛΓΛnΛΓ3<Z2χZ2.
On the other hand, as N% is dihedral, (N%)' is cyclic. Hence (ii) follows im-
mediately from (3.2).
(3.6) Set Δ=F(N«
β
), L=G(Δ), K=G± and suppose N«
β
^Z2xZ2. Then
L
Λ
>Nl (L
Λ
)'<NΪ, K'<N«ΠNβ and (L
Λ
)^Z
r
. 7/VΦ1, LΔ ώ β ΛwΛfy transi-
tive Frobenius group of degree r+ 1.
Proof. By Corollary Bl of [7] and (i) of (3.1), LΔ is doubly transitive and
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|Δ|=r+l. Since N*nL>N*n#=N£, by (i) of (3.1), we have N*f}L=N«
β
.
Hence L
a
>N"
β
. By (i) of (3.4), LJN"
β
^L
Λ
N«/N«<Out(N«)^Z2xZn and so
(L
Λ
γ<N"
β
 and (L
β
)Δ=Z
r
. If rΦ 1, then (LJΔΦ 1. On the other hand (L
aβ
)*=l
as (L
Λ
)Δ is abelian. Hence LΔ is a Frobenius group.
(3.7) Suppose I y I >3. Then there exists an involution # in N
β
Γ\ Y such
that Z(N"β)=<zy.
Proof. Since N%^Z2 X Z2, | N% \ 2> 22 and JVJ is dihedral, we have
=Z(N£)— Z2 and Λ^/(JV£)'~Z2 x Z2. Let Z(N"β)= <*> and suppose that s is not
contained in Y. By (3.2), (N«
β
)'<N« Π ΛP ΓW= F and so | (ΛΓjϊ)' 1 is odd. Hence
\N*
β
\2=4 and q=p
n
=3 or 5 (mod 8), so that n is odd. By (3.2) and (i) of (3.4),
NΪ/N* Π Nβ—N"
β
Nβ/Nβ^l or Z2. If N^=N
Λ
 Π Nβ, then IF- y and so *€Ξ y,
contrary to the assumption. Therefore we have N%/N*ΓiNβ—Z2 and N%=(%y
χ(N*Γ(Nβ). Since n is odd and z<=N%Nβ—Nβ, by Lemma 2.6 (vi), (vii) and
(ix), N«
β
Nβ^PGL(2yq) and C>(*)^D9+ε. But N* Π ΛΓβ<C>(*) and besides it
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Dq_s. Hence ΛPTiΛΓ
3
— Z2 and N%~Z2χZ2, a
contradiction.
(3.8) Suppose I y I >3. 77^ N*
β
=N"ΓιNβ.
Proof. Suppose N*
β
*N*Γ}Nβ and let Δ, L, ^  be as defined in (3.6) and
x^L
a
 such that its order is odd and <#> is transitive on Δ— {a}. As |y |
>3, W is characteristic in N% and hence by (3.6), x stabilizes a normal series
L
Λ
\>N*
β
>W>(Niy. By Theorem 5.3.2 of [2], [x, Q2(LJ(N«βγ)]=L Since
LJ(Nβ)f has a normal Sylow 2-subgroup and (N*
β
)'<K', we have [Λ, Q2(LJK')]
= 1, so that [*, 7Vg]<^;<^nΛΓβ by (3.6). If rΦl, then /3*Φ/3 and β'eΔ,
hence Λ7g=Λ?" W&c=NΪ, where 7=y3*. Since γe Δ and Δ=F(JV2), N%<Nβ Π
GY-JV? and so N
β
Λ
=N%. Similarly ΛΓ^-ΛΓ^. Hence Nβ=Nl which implies
N$=Nβ Π ΛΓV. By the doubly transitivity of G, we have N%=N* Π Nβ, contrary
to the assumption. Therefore we obtain r=l.
Let ^ be as defined in (3.7) and put k=(q—£)j\N% \ . By Lemma 2.8(i) we
have \F(z)\=l+(q-ε)(\N«
β
\/2+l)l\N«
β
\=(q-ε)/2+k+l. Similarly \F(Y)\
=k+ 1. As N
β
^Na Π ΛΓβ, there is an involution £ in N
β
 which is not contained
in Nβ. By Lemma 2.6 (i), ty=z for some y^N*. Set γ-yθ^. Then
and z$W By Lemma 2.6 (vii), (viii) and (ix), CNy(z)—Dq+ζ or PGL(2,
Assume CNι(z)~Dq+ΐ and let R be a cyclic subgroup of CNt(z) of index 2. We
note that R is semi-regular on Ω— {α}. SetX=CG(z). Since 2<k+l<(q—6)/
|g-ε|2+l,wehave(g+€)/2 /^Λ+landso |αz|>^+l. By (i) of (3.5) and (3.7),
NG(Y)<CG(z)=X and αz^F(y). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that α*={μ|
*GEJVμ} φγ. Hence |F(ar)| > \ax\ > \F(Y)\+(q+ε)/2=k+l+(q-ε)l2+£=
\F(z) I +6.' Therefore ε= — 1 and jx= {γ}, so that γ&F(Y), a contradiction.
Thus C^)=PGL(2>V/Y), 5=1, N«βIN"ΐ]Nβ^Z2 and |<^GnGΛ>: NΛ | =2.
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Set Δι=α* and Δ2=.F(;s)— ΔI Let δeΔ2 and g an element of G satisfying
8*=Ύ Then z<=N%N*-Ns and so zgGNyN'1-N''t where ι»=α* Since |OGΠ
G
γ
>: ΛH =2 and *eG
v
— Nγ, it follows from Lemma 2.6 (ix) that (**)*=» for
some&eGV Hence ^ AeJί and δ**=γ. Thus Δ2=γ*. Let δeΔ2. Then are N%
and arφ Z(JV^ by (3.7) and so X Π #?=sZ, x Z2, which implies | δ«V«)| =(?_ i)/4.
Hence ( I Δ! I , I Δ,| )=((?- l)/4+*+l, (?-l)/4) or (Λ+l, (?-l)/2). LetPbea
subgroup of CV( s) of order \/ S Then F(P)= {γ} and P is semi-regular on
Ω-M If |Δ2|=(?-l)/4, then ^-q\(q-\)l4-\=(q-S)H and VTI («-!)/
4+fc+l From this, q=52, k=3, [Δxl^lOand |Δ2|=6. Since (C Ny(z))*^S5,
X**—S6 and so | X 1 3>32. As X acts on Δ, and | Δj | = 1 (mod 3), | Ga \ 3^ \ Xa \ ,
>33, contrary to N*^PSL(2, 25). If |Δ2 | =(?-l)/2, v/Y |(i-l)/2-l=(}-3)/2,
so ί=32, k=l, Nβ—D
s
 and Δ1={α, /δ}. Hence C Nt(z) fixes α and β, so that
PGL(2,3)=;CN*/(z)<N2—N%=ίDs, a contradiction.
(3.9) Swftfxwe |Y|S:3. Thenr=l.
Proof. By (3.6), r+l=2c for some integer c>0. On the other hand
3r+l=2* by (3.8) and (ii) of (3.4). Hence 2r=2c(2*'c-l) and so c=l as r
is odd. Thusr=l.
(3.10) Put k=(q-6)l\NΪ\. IfN"
β
=Naf}Nβ and r=\, then
q-ε+2k+2\2((2k+2-ε) (k+i-ε)k+i) (2k+2-ε) (k+i-ε) .
Proof. Set S={(j, u)\7^F( u), uesc}, where z is an involution in N%.
We now count the number of elements of S in two ways. Since Nβ=NaΓ\Nβ,
F(z)= {Ύ \zG.Nv} and hence CG(z) is transitive on F(z) by Lemma 2.1. Therefore
|S| = |Ω||*G«| = l*cll*χ*)|. Since r=l, |Ω|=1+|7VΛ: N'
β
\=kq(q+ε)l2+l
and by Lemma 2.8 \F(z) \ =(q— £)/2+&+l. Since G
a
>Na, z°* is contained in
N* and so \G
a
: CGa(z)\ = \N*: CN«(z)\ =?(?+£)/2. Hence (g_C)/2+ft+l|
(kq(q+S/2+ ί)q(q+ε)/2. On the other hand | F(x) \
 2= \ CG(z) \ 2/ 1 CGa(z) \ 2 < | G \ 2/
|CG»|2=|G|2/|GJ2=|Ω|2 because \GΛ: CGa(z)\=q(q+ε)l2=l (mod 2).
Hence \q-ε+2k+2\,£\kq(q+ε)+2\x. Since kq(q+ε)+2=(kq+2k(ε-k-l))
(q-ε+2k+2)+2((2k+2-ε)(k+ί-ε)k+l) and q(q+ε)=(q+2ε~2k~2) (q-
ε+2k+2)+2(2k+2-ε) (k+l-ε), we have (3.10).
(3.11) Suppose I Y \ >3. Then one of the following holds.
(i) Na
β
=N*Γ\N^D,_,.
(ii) Nβ=N* Π N^Dς.e and NG( 7)F<r) has a regular normal subgroup.
Proof. Suppose false. Then, by (3.5), (3.8) and Lemma 2.9,
R(3) or there exists a prime ^>5 such that CG(Y)F^>PSL(2,p1) and V\Ύ~
Zh, where V=CN«(Y). By (i) of (3.1) and (3.9), F(Nft={a,β}. On the
other hand, (Na
β
)F^^Na
e
IY^Z2. Hence NG(Y)F^^R(3) and
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PSL(2,Pl).
By (i) of (3.4) and Lemma 2.7, we have CCfl>(F)=F</i>, where yj is a
field automorphism of N". Let t be the order of /i, n=tm and let pm=Bl^
{±1} (mod 4). Clearly CGΛ(y)F<y>>FF<r>— Z^ and | CGfl>8( y)F<r>| | ί, so that
First we assume that Z is even and set t=2ti. Then Y <CV(/i)~ PGL(2,
pm) by Lemma 2.6 (viii). As \V/Y\ =pι and pl is a prime, F is a cyclic subgroup
of CX/i) of order />*— ^  and (pH—l)l2(pm—61l)=pί. Put j= Σ (p2"")1'. Then
(pm+£1)sl2=p1, so that we have either (i) ί1==l and pl=(pm+61)/2 or (ii) ^ >2,
/*=3 and />!=$. In the case (i), 2<(p1-l)/2=(pm+S1-2)l4\2t1=2. Hence
(p^ ί)=(5,34) or (4, II2). Let 2: be as in (3.7). As mentioned in the proof of
(3.10), \F(z)\=(q-l)l2+k+l, \Ω\=kq(q+l)l2+l and C
c
(*) is transitive on
F(z). Ifq=3\ then \F(z)\=46 and |Ω| =2 192 23. Hence | CG(*) | == | F(*) |
|CCβ(«)| = |F(«)| \CGΛ(z)NΛIN*\ |Cχ^)|=46 2ί 80=25+ί.5.23 with 0<*'<3.
Let P be a Sylow 23-subgroup of CG(z) and Q a Sylow 5-subgroup of CG(^). It
follows from a Sylow's theorem that P is a normal subgroup of CG(z) and so
[P, g]=l. Theorefore |F(g)|>23, contrary to 5/ΠΛ^|. If ?=H2, then
1/^(0)1= 66 and |Ω|=2 3 61S1. Let P be a Sylow 11 -subgroup of CG(z). Since
11/K I Ω I , P is a subgroup of NΊ for some γe Ω and F(P)= {γ} . Hence ye !?(*),
so that ^eΛ/"7, contrary to C
 Nι(z)—Dί20 In the case (ii), we have (/>!—! )/2=
ίj-l
(Σ 9i)/2\t=2t1. From this, 9ίι"1<4ί1, hence ^=1, a contradiction.
ί = l
Assume ί is odd. Then Y<*CN*(fa—PSL(2,pm) by Lemma 2.6 (viii). As
|F/5Ί=jf>ι and Pi is a prime, Y—Z(pm_^/2 and (q~8)/(pm—S1)=p1. Hence
SVmr1-'" !^ and (ft-lJ^ίfiίp ΛeO' ^O-l^lί. Inparituclar2ί>
ί=0 ί=l
(ρm}t-l-(pmΓ2=(pm-\)(ρmΓ2>^(PmΓ2' Fro^ this ί=3, ifi=l, />!=? and
q=y, so that N%~Z2χZ2, a contradiction.
(3.12) (i) o/ (3.11) does not occur.
Proof. Let GΩ be a minimal counterexample to (3.12) and M a minimal
normal subgroup of G. By the hypothesis, G has no regular normal subgroup
and hence M
Λ
Φ1. As M
a
 is a normal subgroup of G
Λ
, by (i) of (3.4), M
Λ
contains N*. By (3.9), r=l, hence M is doubly transitive on Ω. Therefore
G=M and G is a nonabelian simple group.
Since N*
β
^Dq_ζ,k=l and so ?-£+4|2((4-£) (2-£)+l) (4-£) (2-6)
by (3.10). Hence we have
 f=7, 9, 11, 19, 27 or 43.
Let * by an element of Nβ. lί\x\> 2, by Lemma 2.8, | F(x) \=l+\N^\x
I/ 1 Nβ I =2 and if | x \ =2, similarly we have | F(x) \ =(q-€)!2+2. Assume gφ9
and let d be an involution in G
Λ
—NΛ such that <X> Λfr t is isomorphic to PGL
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(2,q). We may assume </eG
ΛJ3. Since <d
r>ΛΓ* is transitive on Ω— {α}, by
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6 (vii), (ix), \F(d)\=2(q-l) (q+l/2)/2(q+l)+l=(q+l)/2,
while \F(x) \ =(#+l)/2+2 for x^I(N"). Hence d is an odd permutation, con-
trary to the simplicity of G. Thus G
Λ
=N* if gφ9,27 and \GJN*\=1$ 3 if
q=27.
If
 g=9, |Ω |=l+ |Λr :ΛΓSI=l+9 10/2=2 23 and |GJ =2''|PSL(2,9)|
=23+' 32 5 with 0</<2. Let P be a Sylow 23-subgroup of G. Since Aut(Z23)
— Z2X Zπ, ZX I NG(P) I , for otherwise P centralizes a nontrivίal 3-element # and
so F(P) 3 F(*) because | F(x) \ = 1 , contrary to | F(P) | = 0. Similarly 5 X \ NG(P) \ .
Hence | G: ΛfG(P) | =2fl 3δ 5 for some a with 0<α<6. By a Sylow's theorem,
2" 32 5ΞΞ — 2'= 1 (mod 23), a contradiction.
If g=27, |Ω|=l+27 26/2=25 ll and |GJ =22 33+' 7 13 with 0<*<1.
Let P a Sylow 11-subgroup of G. Since P— Z
n
 and Aut(Z
n
)^Z2xZ5, 31+ί', 7,
13/Γ I NG(P) I by the similar argument as above. Hence | G: NG(P) | =2β 3* 7 13
with 0<α<7 and 3<b<3+i. By a Sylow's theorem, 2α 3ί 7 13-=2β 3^3 33
7 13 = 2Λ 3*-3 4=1 (mod 11). Hence a=0, ft=4. Therefore NG(P) contains a
Sylow 2-subgrouρ S of G. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N% and g an element
such that T8 < S. Then Γ^ Π CG(P) Φ 1 as NS(P)/CS(P)<Z2. Let t* be an in-
volution in Tgί}CG(P). Then |F(w)| =(27+l)/2+2=16, while ll\\F(u)\ be-
cause [P, u]=l and |F(P) | =0, a contradiction.
If ?=7, 11, 19 or 43, then G
Λ
=N* and 6=-l. Set Γ={{Ύ, 8} |<y, δeΩ,
7ΦS}. We consider the action of G on T. Since GΩ is doubly transitive, GΓ is
transitive and G
Γ
=1. Let 2 be an involution of Z(N%). There exists an involu-
tion t such that t^zG and a=β. Since G
Λ
β=Nβ and F(N%)= {α, yβ} we have
G[Λβ]=<ί>NΪ. By Lemma 2.3, |F(^Γ) | - |CG(«) | X \<ί>N*βΓ(zG\l2\NΛβ\ =
\F(x)\ X\CGΛ(*)\ X \<ί>Nϊn*G\l2\NΛβ\ = \F(*)\x \<f>N«βr\zG\β. As |P(^Γ)|
2. In particular | F(z) | | | Ω | . Since | JF1^) | =(ί+l)/2+2=(?+5)/2 and | Ω | =
l+q(q-l)l2=(q2-q+2)l2, we have g=ll and |<ί>^n^G|-13. Moreover
|Ω|=56, |GJHPSL(2,ll)|=22 3 5 l l a n d |G| -25 3 S 7.11.
We now argue that <tyN%—D24. Let R be the Sylow 3-subgrouρ of N%.
If t centralizes R, R acts on F(t) and so F(R)^F(t) as |F(ί)|=8 and |F(jR)|
=2. Hence #'— or, contrary to the choice of t. Therefore t inverts R and
is isomorphic to Z2xD12 or Zλ>4. Suppose <tyN%~Z2xD12. Then
% contains fifteen involutions and so we can take &e/(<(/>JV£) satisfying
|F(κ)|=0 and <f>N$=<u>xNi. As 1^)1=0, |F(ιιΓ)| = |Ω|/2=28. By
Lemma 2.3, 28= |CG(iί)| X |<t/>Λ^ΓΊ*/G|/24 and hence |CG(z/)| =24 3 7 or
25 3 7. Since <u)>N«
β
=NG(R), we have \CG(u): CG(u)Γ\NG(R)\=2 7 or 22 7.
By a Sylow's theorem, \CG(u): CG(u) ΠNG(R)\ =22 7, so that \CG(u) \ =25 3 7.
Let Q be a Sylow 7-subgroup of CG(u). Then | CG(u) Π ^ VG(g) | -25 3 7 or 22 3 7
by a Sylow's theorem. Hence 22 3 7| \NG(Q)\. Since Aut(Z7) — Z2χZ3,
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0| and 11/K|ΛΓG(Q)| by the similar argument as in the case q=9.
Therefore |G: NG(Q)\ =2fl 5 ll for some a with 0<α<3. Hence |G: NG(Q)\
ΐ 1 (mod 7), a contradiction. Thus <£>N£— D24.
Let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N
β
 and set L=NG(U). It follows from
(3.3) and Lemma 2.6 (iv) that L Π N*=A4, LF<U>=^A4 and | L \ =24 3. Let T, <#>
be Sylow 2- and 3-subgroup of L, respectively. Obviously L> Γ and C
τ
(x)=l.
On the other hand T>LΓ\<tyN%~D
s
 and so T—Z2xZ2 because Cτ(x)=l.
By Theorem 5.4.5 of [2], T is dihedral or semi-dihedral. Hence NG(T)/CG(T)
(< Aut(T)) is a 2-group, so that C
τ
(x)=Ty a contradiction.
(3.13) (ii)0/(3.11)ώ^rao* occur.
Proof. Let GΩ be a doubly transitive permutation group satisfying (ii) of
(3.11). Let x be an involution in N
β
 with x& Y. Then F(xF^)=F«x>Y)=
F(N«
β
)={a,β} by (i) of (3.1) and (3.9). Since \F(Y)\=l+(q-6)l\N;\=l +
β>4, xF(Y> is an involution. By Lemma 2.5, ί+k= 22 and so k=3. By (3.11),
#-6+S|2((8-6) (4-6)x3+l) (8-6) (4-8). Hence ?+7|27 3 7 if 6-1 and
?+9|24 32 5 17if6=-l. Since k=3\q-8, l^q-B+S. From this ?+7|27 7
if 6-1 and <H-9|24 5 17 if €=-1. Therefore 2=52, 72, II2, 59 or 71.
Let p1 be an odd prime such that p
λ
\ | Ω | and p
ι
X \ G
a
 \ and let P be a Sylow
p
r
subgroup of G. Clearly P is semi-regular on Ω and so any element in CG(A(P)
has at least p
γ
 fixed points. If x is an element of N% and its order is at least three,
I p(x) \ = \F(Y)\=4bγ Lemma 2.8. Since | N"
β
 \ =(?-£)/3, we have | Ω | = 1 +
If?-5
2
,then |Ω|-24 61and |GJ =24+ί 3 52 13 (0<x<2). Let P be a
Sylow 61-subgrouρ of G. Then P— Z61. As mentioned above, 5, 13/f | CG(P) |
and so 52,13jnNG(P)\. Hence |G: JVC(P)| =2β 3* 5c+1 13, where 0<^<10
and 0<δ, c<l. But we can easily verify | G: NG(P) \ ΐ l (mod 61), contrary to
a Sylow's theorem.
If?=7
2
, then |Ω|-22 919 and |G
Λ
| -24+i-3-52-72 (0<z<2). Let P be a
Sylow 919-subgroup of G. By the similar argument as above, we obtain 5, Ί X
\NG(P)\ and so |G: NG(P)\ -2Λ 3* 52 72Ξ2fl 306 or -2° (mod 919), where
0<0<8andO<i<l. Hence | G : NG(P) \ ΐ 1 , a contradiction.
Ifί-112, then |Ω|=27 173 \G
Λ
\ -23+ί 3 5 ll2 61 (0</<2). Let P be a
Sylow 173-subgroup of G. Similarly we have 3, 5, 11, 6\)(\NG(P) \ and so | G:
ΛΓG(P)|=2α 3 5 ll2 6lΞ-5 2fl(modl73), where 0<α<12. Hence \G:NG(P)\
$1, a contradiction.
If
 ?==S9, then |Ω| =2-17-151 and |G Λ | -22+ί 3 5 29 59 (0</<1). Let
P be a Sylow 17-subgroup of G. Similarly we have 3,5,29,59/f |./VG(P) | and so
|G: Λ^G(P)|=2β 3 5 29 59 15PΞlO 2β or 12-2* (mod 17), where 0<#<4
and 0<έ<l. From this, we have a contradiction.
If
 ?=71, then |Ω| =25 233 and \GΛ\ =23+t' 32 5 7 71 (0</<1). Let P be
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a Sylow 233-subgroup of G. Since 3,5,7,71 f\NG(F)\, \G: JVG(P)|=2« 32 5
7-71 = — 3 2β (mod 233), where 0<0<9. Similarly we get a contradiction.
We now consider the case | Y \ <3. By (ii) of (3.5), N*
β
^Z2xZ2 or Nβ— Ds
(3.14) The case that N
β
—Z2 X Z2 does not occur.
Proof. Set Δ=F(ΛΓS). Then |Δ| =3r+l and Δ=F(N«
β
Nβ) by (ii) of (3.1)
and Corollary Bl of [7]. Since \N*\2=4, we have q=pn = 3, 5 (mod 8) and so n
is odd. Hence \GJN«\2<2 and N«βIN«nN
β
—N«
β
NβINβ^l or Z2 by (3.2).
Suppose Nβ/NaΠNβ—Z2. Then JVJΛΓg is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GΛ, hence
NG(N%N%)* is doubly transitive by a Witt's theorem. Since N%N%—D8 and | Δ |
is even, CG(N%N%)* is also doubly transitive. Let£ be an element of CG(N%N%)
such that cf=β and £'=α. Then N«
β
=g-gN"
β
g=Nβ and hence Λ^=ΛT Π ΛΓβ,
a contradiction. Thus N%=N* Γ\ Nβ—Z2 X Z2.
Let # be an involution in N
β
 and *e#G an involution such that a~β. Set
Γ={{γ, δ} |γ, δeΩ, γΦδ}. We consider the action of the element * on Γ.
By the similar argument as in the proof of (3.12), | F(z) \ ( \ F(z) \ — 1)/2+( | Ω | —
I F(*) I )/2= I F(^Γ) I = I CG(*) I I ZG Π <ί> GΛβ I / 1 <ί> Gaβ I . Since NJ = N« Π ^ , by
Lemma 2.6 (i), *G Π G
Λ
-^
G
« and so | CG(z) \ = | F(af) | X | CG(A(z) \ . Hence | Gaβ \
(\F(z)\(\F(z)\-l) + \n\-\F(z)\)=\F(z)\\CGΛ(z)\\zGn<^ so that
I G
Λβ
 I I Ω I = 0 (mod | F(z) \ ). Since | G
Λβ
/Ng | = | G
Λβ
N«/Nβ \ \ 2ny we have | GΛβ \
\Sn. Clearly |Ω| =l+q(q-8) (?+€)r/8 and by Lemma 2.8 (i), 1^)1=1+3
(?— £)r/4. Hence l+3(g— f)r/4|8n(l+ί(g— f) (?+f)r/8). Put w-rί. Then
3qr—3Sr+4\(4rs(S+q(q—6) (q+6)r)33r=8(A r2s+4 s(3pq) (3pq-3£r) (3qr+3βr).
Hence 3qr-3βr+4\8Mr2s+4s(36r-4) (3£r-4—3£r) (36r-4+38r)=8634r2s-
32*(3£r-4) (36r-2). (*)
We argue that r— 1. Suppose false. Then 32s(3£r— 4) (3fr— 2)>0 and
so 3r(q— 6)<864r2s. Therefore 288n+6 >q=p">3n and so 288«>3n. Hence
(n, ryp, £)=(5, 5, 3, —1), (3, 3, 3, —1) or (3, 3, 5, 1), while none of these satisfy
(*)• Thusr=l.
Hence 3q-38+4\64(5+9S)n and |F(*)|=l+3(?--*)/4, \Ω,\=l+q(q-£)
(q+8)l8. Ifε--l,then3 3Λ<3?+7| 256n. Hence n=l or (n,ρ)=(5,3), (3,3).
Since 3-35+7/K2S6-5 and 3 33+7|256 3, n=l and 39+7|256. From this, ?=
19 or 83. If 5=1, then 3 5M<3?+1| 896rc and so n=l or (n,/>)=(3,5). Since
3 53+l/|/896 3,wehaveιι=land35+l|896. From this, q= 5, 37 or 149. As
P5L(2,5)^P5L(2,4), gΦ5 by [4]. Thus
 ?-19, 37, 83 or 149.
Set ifi= I ZG Π <ί> G
Λβ
 I . As we mentioned above, | G
αβ
 | ( | G(z) \ ( \ F(z) | - 1)
)|)=|^)| \CGΛ(z)\m. Since \Ga/N«\=l or 2, |CG»|/|GΛj3|
Therefore m=(2q2+(2ε+9)q~9£)l(3q-3£+4). It follows that
(?>Jff)==(19, 27/2), (37, 28), (83, 449/8) or (149, 411/4). Since m is an integer,
we have (q,m)=(37, 28). But m< \<f>G
Λβ
\ <16, a contradiction. Thus (3.14)
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holds.
(3.15) The case that N
β
~DB and N*Γ(Nβ<Z2χZ2 does not occur.
Proof. Let Δ, L and K be as defined in (3.6). By (3.6), there exists an
element x in L
Λ
 such that its order is odd and <Λ:Δ> is regular on Δ— {a}.
Since (L
Λ
}'<NΛ
β
 by (3.6) and N£— Z>8, x stabilizes a normal series N%N%>N%> 1.
Hence x centralizes N%N*
β
 by Theorem 5.3.2 of [2] and so x~1Nίx=Nβ. Put
7=βy. If rφl, then /3Φγ, so that Nl=N&. From this, Ny
β
=Nξ. By the
doubly transitivity of G, N%=N%, hence N%=N"Γ\Nβ, a contradiction. There-
fore r=l and Δ= {a, β}.
Set <*>=Z(ΛΓZ), Δ^cf** and let {Δ!, Δ2 - ΔJ be the set of CG(*)-orbits
on F(z). Since L>N* Π Nβ and by (3.2), N* Π Λ^Φ 1, z is contained in ΛT Π Nβ.
Hence, by Lemma 2.1, βeΔj and & is at least two. By Lemma 2.8, \F(z)\ =
l+(q-ε)5l\N«
β
\=l+5(q-ε)/8. Clearly |C>(*): JVJ | =(?-£)/8 andso |Δ X |>
l+(g— £)/8. If γeF(ar)— Δ
x
, then C
 N*(z)^Z2x Z2, for otherwise <«>=Z(JV?)^
N*Γ\Ny and by Lemma 2.1 γe Δ!, a contradiction. Hence one of the following
holds.
(i) &=3and |^|=l+(3-6)/8, |Δ2 | = |
(ii) k=2 and IΔJ =l+(?-£)/8> |Δ2| =(g-
(iii) ^=2 and |Δl|^l+3(?-ε)/8, |Δ2 |=( _
Let γeF(*)— ΔI. Then, z^G^—N'1 and so C>(*)— D
ρ+ε or PGL(2^ q )
by Lemma 2.6 (vii), (viii), (ix). If CNy(z)^Dq+t9 then (q+6)/2 1 | Δ! | and so ?=7
and (iii) occurs. But (g+£)/2=3| |Δ2 | —1—1=1, a contradiction. If CVC*)—
PGL(2, >/"?")> Λ611 (i) does not occur because x/^/Γ?-"^- Hence \/~q~\ IΔJ
and \/~?"| |Δ2 | — 1. From this, ^=25 and (iii) occurs. In this case, we have
I ΔI| =10, so that an element of CNι(z) of order 3 is contained in Nl for some
δeΔj, contrary to N1—N%—D8.
4. Case (II)
In this section we assume that N%—PGL(2,pm)y where n=2mk and k is odd.
Since n is even, q=pn= 1 (mod 4). We set pm=8^ {±1} (mod 4). In section
7 we shall consider the case that JV^*S4. Therefore we assume (p,m)3= (3,1)
in this section.
(4.1) The following hold.
(i) N*
β
IN*nNβ^l or Z2 and N*nN
β>(N"
β
y^PSL(2,pm).
(ii) // (/>,m)Φ(5,l), there exists a cyclic subgroup Y of (N
β
)r such that
^Dq_t and NG(Y)F^ is doubly transitive.
Proof. As NfeN'nN*, either N«
β
IN*nNβ<Z2 or N«f}Nβ=l. If N*f}
Nβ=l, by Lemma 2.2 and 2.6 (vi), N*
β
^N«
β
/N«f}Nβ^N"
β
NβINβ^Z2χZny a
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contradiction. Therefore N"
β
/N* Π ΛP= 1 or Z2mάN«
Now we assume that (p, m) Φ (5,1) and let z be an involution in (N%)'. Then
Cjvg(#) — Ac/^-ε) by Lemma 2.6 (vii). Suppose CN«(z) is not a 2-subgroup
and put Y=0(CN (z)). Then, if Yg<Gaβ for some^eG, we have Y8<Nl
and y*<JV£, where <γ=ag and S=/3*. By (i) Yg<N« Π ΛP and so Y'= Yh for
someAeWfW. Thus NG( Y)FW is doubly transitive. Assume that CN*(z) is
a 2-subgroup and set CN«(z)=(u, v\uv=u~1, v2=iy. We may assume that v^
(Nβ)' and <u\ *;> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of (Nβ)'. Since /*Φ 3,5, the order of u2
is at least four. On the other hand there is no element of order \u2\ in
<z/, £>)>— <w2, vy. Hence any element of order \u2\ which is contained in N% is
necessarily an element of N* Γ) Nβ. By the similar argument as above, NG( F)F(y)
is doubly transitive.
(4.2) Let notations be as in (4.1). Suppose (/>,;w)Φ(3,l), (5,1) and set
Δ=F(y) and X=NG(Y). Then \ Δ | =rs(pm+6)!2+l, where s=^p2miy CG(N«)
i = 0
= 1 and one of the following holds.
(i) X* <AΓL(l,2c) for some integer c.
(ii) X*— PSL(2,pύ or PGL(2Jp1), r= 1, k= 1 and 2p1=pm+8.
Proof. By Lemma 2.8 (ii), \A\=l+\N°nX\r/\N«
β
FιX\=l+(ρ2mk-l)
r/2(pm—ε)=rs(pm+£)/2+l. By (4.1) and Lemma 2.9, we have (i), (ii) or ^ΓΔ—
Δ
Assume that X*=R(3). Then ™(^+£)/2+l=28, hence Jfe-1 and
r(pm-\- 8)12=27. Since r is odd and r \ 2m=n, we have r=m=l and ^— S32.
But a Sylow 3-subgroup of ^
Λ
 is cyclic becuase N*Γ\X—Dq_t and XΛ/X ΓiN*
—X
c6N"IN*<Z2xZ2, a contradiction. Thus (i) or (ii) holds.
(4.3) (i) of (4.2) does not occur.
Proof. Let notations be as in (4.2). Suppose X*<ATL(\,2C) and put
W=CN$(Y). Then Y<W—Zpm_,. Since CN*(Y) is cyclic, Wis a character-
istic subgroup of CV*(y) and so ίF is a normal subgroup of X
a
. Hence W<X,
and (XΓiN'β)*— 1 or Z2. By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6, F(XΓUVjϊ)=:i+ | X n J V J |
| J V g : ' J f n J V ? | x r / | N S | = l + r . Since l+r< |Δ| , (Xf}N%)*— Z2 and hence
(l+
r
γ
=rs
(pm+£)l2+l by Lemma 2.5. From this, r=s(pm+8)/2—2\mk and so
p2m^-^+mk<2. Hence m=k=r=l and #=72.
Let Λ be a Sylow 3-subgrouρ of N"
β
. Since N%—PGL(2, 7), we have #— Z3.
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6, \F(R)\ =l+(72-l)\N*
β
: NN«β(R)\/\N*β\=4. Hence
NG(R)F^^A4 or S4. But is a Sylow 3-subgroup of NGa(R) because Λ^Λ—
P5L(2,72), contrary to NGΛ(R)F^^A3 or S3.
(4.4) (ii) o/ (4.2) does not occur.
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Proof. Let notations be as in (4.2). Suppose X^PSL(2yp1). By the
similar argument as in (4.3), CN$(Y)<X± and so CV( Y)Δ— Z#ι, and 7VχΓ)Δ—
D2pί. Hence \(XΛ)*\ \2fr-2n. Since X^PSL(2,pl),pl(p^\)β\ \(Xtf\, hence
pi—l\8n. Ask=l and2p1=p
m+8, wehave/>w+£— 2| 32m. From this, (ρ,m3p^
=(11,1,5), (3,2,5) or (3,3,13).
Let P be a cyclic subgroup of N% such that R—Z(pm+ύj2 By Lemma 2.6,
NG(R)pw is doubly transitive and by Lemma 2.8 (ii), \F(R)\=l+\NNi»(R)\
/\NN«β(R)\=l+(p*™-l)l2(pm+ε)=(pm-ε)/2+L
If (p,fiι,A)=(ll,l,5), |F(Λ)|=7 and so by [9] |JVC(Λ)*<*>|=42 and
NGΛ(R)W^ZB. Sm^\NNΛ(R):NN-(R)\=6yNN4R)F^=NGΛ(R)F^. Hence
NN«(R)/K^Z6, where K=(NN«(R))F(R). But NN«(R)l(NN«(R))'^Z2xZ2y a
contradiction.
If (p,iff,A)=(3,2,5), 1^)1=5 and so by [9], |#C(Λ)F<*>|=20 and
#G
e
(£)F(*}— ^ 4 Since |Λ^4R): Λ^(J2) | -4, ΛΓχ/2)Δ=Z4, contrary to ./VX#)
If (p,m,ί1)=(3,3,13), |F(/2)|=15. By [9], NGΛ(R)F™ is not solvable, a
contradiction.
(4.5) ^mΦ5.
Proof. Assume that pm=5. Then ^=2Λ with k odd and N%—PGL(2,5)
^S5. First we argue that N"β=N"ΓiN
β
. Suppose false. Then CG(N*)=l
by Lemma 2.2, and N^/NΛ Π Nβ^Z2 by (4.1). Since N&NΪIN^NίlN* Π ^ —
Z2 and the outer automorphism group of £5 is trivial, we have Z(N%N%)—Z2.
Let wl be the involution of Z(N*βN%) and let wϊΞl(N%)-I(N*). Since C^(fo^
>Nβ, by Lemma 2.6 (viii) and (ix), w acts on JVα as a field automorphism of
order 2 and C>(w)— PGL(2,5k). By Lemma 2.8 |F(z(;) | =l+r(?— £) \I(Nβ) \ /
I JVSI =l+5r(52*— 1)/24. LetPbe a Sylow 5-subgroup of C^(w). Then |P|=5*
and I γp | =Sk~1 or 5* for each γeΩ— {α}. Since P acts on F(w)— {α}, we have
5k-l\Sr(5Ά-l)l24, so that Λ=l and \F(w)\=6 as r | A . Hence Cχw)^^S5
and so CG(w)F(M;)— AS6. But clearly w^N*Γ\Nβby Lemma 2.1, a contradiction.
Let V be a cyclic subgroup of N^ of order 4. Since N%=NβΓ(Nβ—S5,
NG(V)F<V> is doubly transitive and by Lemma 2.8, \F(V)\=l+\N^(V)\rl
\NN«β(V) I -l+(52^-l)r/8-3rί+l, where ί=Σ25f. By Lemma 2.9, CG(N«)=l
and (a) Λ^G(F)F^<^ΓL(1,2C) or (b) NG(V)F^=R(3).
PutP=ΛΓ^(7). ThenP^D8, |P(P)| =1+ \N^(P)\ \N«β: NN β(P)\rl\NΪ\
=r+l and P^(^)— Z2. If (b) occurs, k=l and r=9, hence |F(P) | =10, a con-
tradiction. Therefore (a) holds.
By Lemma 2.5, (r+l)2=3rc-f-l and so r=3s— 2\k. Hence k=r=l and
G
Λ
/N*<Z2χZ2. Let ^ be an involution in N^. Then |F(^)| =1+24-25/120=6
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by Lemma 2.8 and |Ω| =1+ \N*: N
β
\ =66 as r=l. By the similar argument
as in the proof of (3.12), \F(*)\(\F(*)\ -l)/2+(|Ω| - \F(z)\)/2= \CG(*)\ |*GΠ
<*X**β I / 1 <(tyG
Λβ
 I , where t is an involution such that a=β. Hence | ZG fΊ <ΰ>G
Λ
β \
= 151 G*β I / 1 CGΛ(z) I . Set H=φGaβ and let R be a Sylow 3-subgroup of N«β.
ByLemma2.8, |ίl(/Z) 1=1+24-10/120=3. Set F(Λ)={α,/3,γ}. On the other
hand, as N"
β
^S5 and Out(55)=l, we have H=Z(H)xN"β and \Z(H)\=2, 4 or
H=CH(Nβ)xNβ and CH(N%)~DS. In the latter case Gaβ=Z(GΛβ)xNβ and
Z(G
Λβ
)—Z2xZ2, contrary to Lemma 2.6 (ix). In the former case, we have
\Z(H) I =2. For otherwise Z(H)<G
Ί
 and Z(H) ΓUGΦφ and so letting u^Z(H)
ΓΊ#G, we have |/2 | =31 |jF(κ)| —1=5, a contradiction. Therefore Z(H)^Z2 and
so |*GΠ#|<25+25:=50, while |*GΓW| =15| G
βp | / 1 CG-(*) | -15 -120/24-75,
a contradiction.
5. Case (IΠ)
In this section we assume that N%^PSL(2,pm), where n=mk and k is odd.
Set pm=8^ {±1} (mod 4). Then q=6 (mod 4) as k is odd. In section 6 we
shall consider the case that JVJ5—-44, so we assume (p,τw)Φ(3,1) in this section.
From this ΛΓβ is a nonabelian simple group and so N%=N" Π N β or JV* ΠN β =l.
If AT Π W= 1, then CG(ΛO=1 by Lemma 2.2 and N«β^N«β/N« Π N^N«βNβINβ
—Z2 X Zny a contradiction. Hence Nβ=N* Π N
β
.
Let ^ be an involution of N
β
. Suppose zg^G
c6β for some g^G and set 7=
α*, 8= .^ Then j^eNϊnG
β β
^JV2n^S^JVβnJVβ and so **e*"3. Hence
CG(^)F(2) is doubly transitive and by Lemma 2.8 (i), \F(z) \ =(q—£)r/(ρm—€)+l.
In particular \F(z)\>3r+l as (pn-6)l(pm-e)>p2m+8pm+l>3.
By Lemma 2.9, CG^0*)^! and one of the following holds.
(a) CG(^)^<^ΓL(1,2C).
(b) CG(*)*«E>PSL(2,^ (^>5), r=l and | C^(^): C (^^ ) | = .^
(c) CGWW=Λ(3).
Let Y be a cyclic subgroup of CN^(z)=^Dpm_i of index 2. Since CGα>(^)>F,
areF and CG(2r)F(2) is doubly transitive, we have F(Y)=F(z). By the similar
argument as in (3.1), N* Γ\N(CN"β(z))=C^(s) or N*Γ\N(C^(»))=^A4. Hence
by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 \F(CN«β(z))\ =1+ |Cjtf(*)| |Λ^: Cwί(*)|r/|ΛΓJ| or 1+
IΛI I^VJ: Cj^(*)|r/|ΛΓS|. Therefore |ίl(C^(ar))|=r+l or 3/-+1. From this
cAί(*Γ*>= ί^.
In the case (a), (r+l^2=l+(^*—S)r/(pm—6) by Lemma 2.5 and hence r—
(p"-ε)l(pm-ε)-2\mk. Since (pn
I—w
and &>3, we havepm(k-V(p2m—pm+V)<mk, hence ((pm)k~3lk)(m/(p2m—pm+l))<l.
Thus &=3, w=l and^)—3, cotrary to (^>,τw)Φ(3,1).
In the case (b), r=l, pι=(pn—£}/(pm—£)y pι(pι~l)/2|ί and ίKm^pj, where
ί is the order of CGa)(*)F<*>. Hence^-11Smk. Sincepi-l=(pn-e)/(pm-6)-l
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>(/>"+l)/(/>"+l)-l=Σ(-/y>/>"(*~2X/>'"-l), we have p^k-^l2k<4ml(pm-
ι=0
1)<1 because/>WΦ 3. Hence &=3 and pm=5, so that ^—1=30^8^=24, a
contradiction.
In the case (c), r+l=4 and l+(pn—£)r/(p*—£)=28 and so r=3 and
(p°~ε)l(pm-ε)=9. Hence 9>(/>^+!)/(/>"+l)>/m-^w+l, so that pm=3, a
contradiction.
6. Case (IV)
In this section we assume that JV£—A^ and 9= 3,5 (mod 8). If N* (Ί ΛΓβ= 1,
by Lemma 2.2, CG(N*)=l and so N*β/N*Γ(Nβ—N*βNβINβ<Z2xZn. Hence
N%/N*Γ(Nβ—l or Z3, so that *G Π Gaβ=zG Γ(N*β=zNβ for an involution *eW?.
Therefore CG(z}F(z) is doubly transitive. By Lemma 2.9, CG(Λf*)=l and one of
the following holds.
(a) CG(z)Fω<AΓL(l,2c) for some interger c>l.
(b) CG(zy">PSL(2,Pl) (Λ>5), r=l and | C>(*): C^(») | =ft.
(c) CC(*)W=JZ(3).
Let Γ be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NJ. Then se Γ and by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4,
\F(T)\=l+\N^(T)\rl\Ni\=r+l. By Lemma 2.8 (i^ \F(z)\=(q-ε)r^+l.
Hence TF^—Z2 if ^Φ5. If j=5, as P5L(2,5)^P5L(2,4), (ii) of our theorem
holds by [4]. Therefore we may assume #Φ5.
In the case (a), (r+l)2=l+(£-£)r/4 by Lemma 2.5. Hence r=(g—£—8)/4
and r|n, so that q= 11 or 13 and r=l. Let .R be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G
aβ
.
Then Λ^ZaandΛ^^ because G
aβ
/N*
β
—G
Λβ
N*IN*—l or Z2 and ΛΓ^^4.
By Lemma 2.8 (ii), \F(R)\=l + l2/3=5 and NG(R)F^ is doubly transitive.
Since NG(Λ(R)—D12 or Z>24 and |F(Λ)|=5, we have |NG(jR)|5=5. Let S be
a Sylow 5-subgroup of NG(R). Then [S, R]=l as NG(R)ICG(R)<Z2. Since
SΛΊG^I, |F(S)|=Oorl. If |F(S)| =1, F(S)^F(R) and so 5| |F(/Z)| -1=4,
a contradiction. Therefore S is semi-regular on Ω. But | Ω | = 1+ | N": N
β
 \ =
56 or 92. This is a contradiction.
In the case (b), pι(p1—l)/2\s and s\2n(q—8)l2=4np1, where s is the order
of CG<Λ(zyw. Hence />j— 118n. Since pι=(q—£)l4, p"—€—4 \ Z2n and so we have
?=11,13,19,27 or 37. If #Φ27, by Lemma 2.6, CGα>(#)—D?_ε or D2(ff_e) and so
CG*ft(*)rw—z* Hence (/>!-l)/2=2. From this g= 19. Let # be a Sylow 3-
subgroup of G
Λβ
. By the simmilar argument as in the case (a), NG(R)F(R) is
doubly transitive and | F(R) 1=1 + 18/3=7. Hence 71 | G |. On the other hand
|G| = |Ω| |GJ = (1+|JV*: ^|)|GJ = (l + 18 19 20/2.12) 2ί.18 19 20/2 =
23+ί 32 5 ll 13 19 with 0</<1, a contradiction. If q=27, then |CC(*)|2=
l^)|2x|CG^)|2=8x|GJ2,while |Ω|=l+|JVΛ:Λ^|=l+26 27 28/2 12=
820=22 5 41 and so |G|2=4|GΛ |2. Therefore \ C G ( z ) \ J f \ G \ , a contradiction.
In the case (c), r+l=4 and l+(q—6)r/4=28. Hence r=3 and ?=37,
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contrary to r \ n.
7. Case(V)
In this section we assume that Λ7β—S4 and #=7,9 (mod 16). We note
that 4/fff.
First we argue that N*
β
=N* ΠNβ. Suppose NfcN* Γ(Nβ. Then CG(N*)
= 1 by Lemma 2.2. Since NΛ
β
/NΛΓ(Nβ—N*
β
Nβ/N«<Z2xZnί we have N
Λf]Np
—At and N*
β
IN*F(Nβ^Z2, so that N&NΐlN^N&IN* Π N*—Z2. Hence as
Z2. Set<f^=Z(Nφt)mdlettξΞl(Nί)-I(N*). Since
and <tyN*=N%N*y by Lemma2.6, we have CN«(t)^PGL(2ίV/~q)
and |F(ί) I =l+3(ϊ—£)r/8 by Lemma 2.8.
Let P be a Sylow ^-subgroup of CN«({). Then |P| = \/q~. If £Φ3, P acts
semi-regularly on F(t)— {a} and so \ X ^ 1 3 ( q — £ ) r / 8 . Therefore \/~q\r and so
5n<n2 as/>>5 and r\n. But obviously 5w>/z2 for any positive integer n. This
is a contradiction. If p=3, \P: P
γ
| =^~qβ or \/#~ ^or eac^ Ύ^Ω—{«}.
Hence V ίΓ/3 I l(q—£)rβ and so g | Sir2. In particular, 3n=q \ 8ln2. From this,
n<7. Since g=3wΞ? or 9 (mod 16), we have £=32 or 36. If ^=32, |Ω|=1 +
\N*: JV5I=1 + 8 9 10/2 24=16, a contradiction by [9] If ?-36, 1^)1=1 +
273r and | F(t)- {a}\>\ C^(t): CN (t) \ > \ PGL(2,33) | /8=2457 contrary to
r|3. ThusΛΓ^^ΛnΛΓ^.
Let V be a cyclic subgroup of Λ/'β of order 4 and let U be a Sylow 2- sub-
group of N*
β
 containing V. Then U=NN*(V), \F(V)\=l+(q—6)rl8 by
Lemma 2.8 and \F(U)\ —l+8 3r/24=r+l by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. If
2Φ7,9, then \F(U) \ <\F(V)'\ and hence UF^~Z2. Suppose q=7 or 9. Then
r = l a s r | n . Hence |Ω| =1+ \N": N*
β
\ =8 or 16. By [10], we have a contradic-
tion. Therefore UF^^Z2.
Suppose Vg<G
Λβ
 for someg(ΞG and set γ=α*. Then Vg<g~1NΛgΠG
Λβ
£WnG
Λβ
£NlΓiNteN nNβ=Nΐ. As N^S4, V
g
=Vh for some h^NΛ
β
.
Hence 7VG(F)F(F) is doubly transitive. By Lemma 2.9. CG(N*)=l and one of the
following holds.
(a) NG(V)F^<AΓL(l,2c).(b)
(c)
In the case (α), (r+l)2=l+(^-6)r/8 by Lemma 2.5 and so r=(g—6—16)/8
andr |/z. From this q=23 or 25 and r=l. Since |Ω |=1+|JV Λ : JVJ | =2-127
or 2-163, we have |G| 2=2|GJ 2 while |ΛΓG(F)|2= |F(7)|2 |JVGΛ(F)|2=4|GJ2,
contrary to |ΛΓG(F)| | |G| .
In the case (b), pι(pι— ί)/2\s and s\2n(q—8)l4=4np1, where ί is the order
oίNGΛ(V)F^v\ Hence^-llSn. From this,/-£-8|64ra and so ?=23, 41, 71
or 73. Sincep l is a prime and .pι=(q—6)/8>5, ^φ23, 71, 73. Therefore #=41
and \Ω\=l+\N«: ΛΓ£| =1+40-41 42/2 24=22 359, so that |G|2=4|Gβ |2.
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Since N*
β
=N*Γ(Nβ, CG(z)F^ is transitive by Lemma 2.1. On the other hand
|F(ar)| =1+40-9/24= 16 by Lemma 2.8 (i) and so |CG(*)|2=16|CGil(*)|2=
161G
Λ
12, contrary to |CC(*) | | |G|.
In the case (c), r+l=4 and ί+(q—6)r/8=28. Hence r=3 and q=7l
or 73, contrary to r \ n.
8. Case (VI)
In this section we assume that N%—A5 and #=3,5 (mod 8). In particular,
n is odd. If N"
β
*N" Π N β , then N" Π N β = l , CG(N")=l and so N«β^N*βNβINβ
< Out(Nβ)—Z2 χZnya contradiction. Hence Nβ=NΛ Π Nβ. Let z be an involu-
tion in Nβ and T a Sylow 2-subgroup of N
β
 contraining z. Then, by Lemma
2.8 \F(z)\ = \+(q-B) 15r/60=l+(?-£)r/4 and by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4|F(Γ)|
= l + 12 5r/60=l+r. Since N*
β
=N«Γ}Nβy ZG ΓlGΛβ=zG ΓίN«β=zNβ and so
CG(z)F^ is doubly transitive. By Lemma 2.9, CG(N*)=l and one of the follow-
ing holds.
(a) CG(*)
(b) CG(z)
(c) CC(*)
In the case (a), by Lemma 2.5, (?—6)/4=l or (r+l)2/=l+(?-£)r/4.
Hence #=5 or r=(q—8— 8)/4|n. If #=5, then N%=N*, a contradiction.
Therefore^—^—814w and sow—1 and#=ll or 13. If #= 13, we have 5 J f \ G
Λ
\ ,
a contradiction. Hence j= 11 and |Ω| =1+ \N": N*
β
\ =1 + 10 11 12/2 60=12.
By [9], GΩ—M
u
, I Ω I =12 and so (iii) of our theorem holds.
In the case (b), we have pι(p\—1)/21 s and s \ 2n(q—£)/2=4npι, where s is the
order of CGΰ6(z)F^. Hence p1— 118n and so pn—8—4 \ 32n. From this q= 19, 27
or37. Since5 | |G
Λ
| ,#Φ27, 37. Hence
 ?=19 and |Ω| -1+ \N«: N«β\ =1 +
18 19 20/2 60=2 29. Since G
Λ
—P5L(2,19) or PGL(2,19), |G| = |Ω| |GJ
-2 29 2t' 18 19 20/2-23+ί 32 5 19 29 with 0</<1. Let P be a Sylow 29-
subgroup of G. Then P is semi-regular on Ω and 3, 5, 19 X\NG(P)\ because
NG(P)/CG(P)<Z,χZ7. Hence |G: NG(P)\ =2y 32 5 19 with 0<y<4, while
2y 32 5 19^1 (mod 29) for any^ with 0</<4, contrary to a Sylow's theorem.
If CG(z)Fω=R(3), r+l=4 and !+(?—ε)r/4=28 and hence r=3, ?=37,
contrary to r | w.
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